
Promopack

hc3 Mr Cron
If another player recruits a new card you can 
take either 1 fur or 1 equipment. This action 
is valid as long as this card is present in your 
game plan.

hc2 Mrs Hunter
If another player does a powwow you can take 
1 Indian before them. This action is valid as 
long as this card is present in your game plan.

hc1 Mr Hunter
If another player takes a basic ressource you can 
take 1 of the same kind. This action is valid as 
long as this card is present in your game plan.

hc4 Mrs Cron
If another player sets up his camp you can 
discard 1 time token. This action is valid as 
long as this card is present in your game plan.

hc5 Mr Alex
If another player moves to a mountain, you can 
take 1 horse. This action is valid as long as this 
card is present in your game plan.

hc6 Mr Peat
If another player moves to a river, you can take 
1 food. This action is valid as long as this card 
is present in your game plan.

G4 Martin Wallace
When playing Martin Wallace, you can move your 
Scout two spaces backwards on the route, then 
take one Canoe or one Horse from the stock.

G3 Bauza & Cathala
When playing Bauza & Cathala, the active 
player takes randomly from the stock two 
primary resources per player. He can keep up 

to two resources for himself, placing them on his boats, 
then he gives the remaining resources to the player of his 
choice. This player takes up to two resources for himself, 
then gives the remaining resources to a player of his choice 
who has not yet received resources from this card. This 
process continues until all players have had a chance to 
take resources. At that time, any remaining resources are 
returned to the stock.

G2 Uwe Rosenberg
When you play Uwe Rosenberg, place one 
primary resource from your boats on it. At the 
end of your next Camp phase, take this resource 

back on your boats with one extra resource of the same 
type from the stock.
This action can be performed several times with various 
resources, e.g., if I activate this action three times placing 
1 fur and 2 wood on the card, after my next Camp phase 
I get 1 extra fur and 2 extra wood from the stock.

plato Benjamin Bord
When recruiting, pay one fewer equipment per 
indian who activates this card.

G1 Cédrick Chaboussit
When you play Cédrick Chaboussit, you can 
change any space in front of your Scout into 
a Mountain space if it is a River space, or 
into a River space if it is a Mountain. Use the 
Additional Route tokens to do so.


